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f ft IN ITY Ti\BLET,
VoL. V.

HARTFORD,

CONN.,

CHATTERTON.
Dr. Johnson has somewhere said: "Nobody
can write the life of a man, but one who has
eat and drunk, and lived in. social intercourse
with him ." It is useless, then, to think of
gaining any true estimate of the life of Chatterton,· from the reviews and essays of to-day.
If we wish for an impartial judgment, we
must have recourse to . the · testimony of his
contemporaries and friends. An~ this, it must
be confessed, is scanty enough. His own generation stood too near him to recognize his
greatness; and though poets have since sung
his praises, and rendered fitting tribute to his
p~wers, it is oQly now, after the lapse of a
century of confused and quarrelsome controversy, that men have beg4n to discern the wonderful genius of his short and feverish life.
Thomas Chatterton was born in Bristol, on
the 20th day of No\'ember, 1752. His father,
who also bore the name of Thomas, was, as
far as we can learn, a clever, versatile, dissipated lover of song and good fellowship, for
whom domestic life h<\d no particular charms ;
but of whom all that is known reveals glimpses
both of genius and an unwonted range of pursuits not greatly dissimilar to those of his son.
The childhood of the young poet must have
been a desolate and lonely one, for no one
appreciated him, and the strange musings and
fits of abstraction, to which he was subject,
and which were the precursors of his poetical
activity, were incomprehensible to those
among whom he lived, and only excited suspicion, or doubt of his sanity.
·
To us it seemed a matter of keen regret,
that the child had no one near him more capa7
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ble of appreciating his wonderful nature, than
his kind but simple mother, to who~ his
strange moods and tastes were only a perplexing riddle. This misapprehension and lack ot
all appreciative sympat_hy could not fail to impress its influence on the boy's character.
His natural reserve was thereby quickened into
habitual secretiveness; and that love of mystery, which so peculiarized his later literary
achievements may be distinctly traced to his
being .reared among those to whom he was
uncongenial, and who could not comprehend
the musings of the child, ~r the aspirations of
the boy.
He was taught to read from· an old Black
Letter Bible, and thus, in all probability,
his taste was first awakened for those antique
forms, and curious expressions, to which he
afterwards became so much attached.
At the age of seven years and eight months,
Chatterton was admitted to Colston's Hospital;
the " Bluecoat School " of Bristol. Here he
was submitted to the cruelest oppression both
from teachers and scholars; and here shone
forth the first bright gleam of his poetic talent.
Over the north porch of the noble church of
S. Mary Redcliffe, of which Chatterton's
father was sexton, and which was the reputed
place of sepulture of Canynge, a rich citizen
of Bristol, and benefactor to th~ church in the
reign of Edward IV., was a large chamber,
l·alled the muniment room.
In this chamber lay, deposited in six or
seven oaken chests, the charter and tide deeds
of the church, together with documents connected with Canyngc' s benefactions.
Among those was one large, iron-bound
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coffer, secured with six locks, and designated Chatterton ; and this distaste was immeasura" William Canynge's chest in the treasury- bly increased, when his suspicious, irritable
house of the church of the Blessed Mary of employer used to task bim with misspent time,
Redcliffe." Through some quarrel among the search his drawer, and tear up his poems and
church ~ardens, this chest was forced open, letters. At last, burning wich pride, hope, and
and the deeds relating to the church property literary ambition, the unhappy boy betook himremoved, and the rest exposed to neglect, as self to London, and unsuccessfully attempted
the vestry could not read them, and conse- to gain a livelihood as a political pamphleteer
quently did not know their worth.
and historical poet.
After struggling a short time, with distress,
This muniment room was a favorite resort
for young Chatterton, and the contents of and almost with starvation. even his high
Canynge's coffer were always of absorbing wrought courage gave way. How he struginterest to him. .(\nd, while a mere school- gled against his fate, or what wrongs he enboy, he conceived the idea of forging a whole dured, can now only be surmised. All that
series of documen~s, which he pretended either we can recover is that he maintained his proud
to have found in Canynge's coffer, or to have resolution to the last; and that last had now
transcribed from originals found there.
come.
On the 12th of August, Chatterton penned
This remarkable series of forgeries is. without a parallel for extent and ingenuity., He . his last piece of writing ; and on the evencreated, it may almost be said, a whole litera- ing of the 24th, he retired to his room in
ture of the past. An actual Thomas Rowley, Brooke street, carrying with him the means of
priest and poet of the olden ti_me, was called self-destrliction,-arsenic, according to some
into being as their assigned author ; and these accounts, opium according to others, - and
the boy poet brought out gradually, usually there he was found the next morning, his face
taking advantage of some topic of public in- livid in death ; bis limbs and features distorted
terest to produce his transcripts from the origi- almost beyond recognition ; a ghastly corpse.
Thus perished Chatterton-the marvellous
nals in the old chest relating tq a similar pub-·
lie occasion in the past. Thus on the occa- Chatterton-the boy-genius of England. . UnHe
sion of opening a new bridge over the Avon, . comprehended, misjudged, maligned.
he produced an account of the processions, flashed across the horizon of the .eighteenth
tournaments, religious solemnities, anp other century, like a brilliant meteor, emerging from
ceremonies connected with the opening of the darkness, and disappearing in a deeper gloom.
old bridge.
He was a professed infidel., and rested his trust
In I 767, he entered the law ,office of Mr. on the stoical creed of his century-that death
. John Lambert, a Bristol attorney ; and here was an eternal sleep. It is idle to speculate on
we find him fairly started on his professional wha_t so proud and impetuous a spirit might
career. The good old poet-priest Rowley, have accomplished, if his young life had seen
was, it would seem, a frequent visitor at the an autumn time.
Even Keats attained his twenty-fifth year,
attorney's office ; and the creation of the wonShelly
his twenty-ninth, and Byron his thirtydrous modern antiquities went systematically
on. Here our boy poet, sixteen years of age, seventh; while Chatterton perished despairing:
composed his masterpiece, the "Tragedy of Iv at the age of seventeen, with no belief in
./Ella." But the confinement, the treadmill fame, and ~o trust in God .
His monument stands in Redcliffe church,
rotation of the work o( an attorney's clerk,
was supremely distasteful and irksome to young between the tower and l}luni-ment room, so m-
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timately associated with the romance of his
life. It is a simple monument; and to be
complete needs only the brief epitaph, composed by the boy himself:
"To

THE MEMORY OF

THOMAS CHATTERTON.
Reader! judge not. If thou art a Christian~ believe
that he shall be judge«;! by a Superior Power. To
that Power only is he now answerable."

AMHERST AGRICULTURAL.
It was our good fortune durin 6 the hot and
dusty months of summer, to visit the lovely
town of Amherst and its vicinity. There
were not many students about to be sure, but
one day as we were driving around the Agricultural building, a student's head appeared in one
of the windows, and in our editorial capacity,
we ventur~d at once to introduce ourselves,
and ask permission to "look about."
With the utmost politeness, our new ac'quaintance volunteered his own services as
guide, and if this article ever meets his eye we
herewith acknowledge the favor done us, and
assure him that we will be most happy at any
time to respond with the attractions of
" Trinity-/' if he will call upon us. The
colle~e grounds are situated on a gently sloping
hill of 37 5 acres. Three large buildings of brick
and stone form the college proper, and comprises the armory, recitation room, cabinets,
library, reading room, and the dormitories.
The rooms are .high, and, being modern built,
have many great improvements on the buildings of half a century ago, two studerits hav:
ing three rooms, a common sitting room, and
each~ well ventilated bedroom. Military tactics being a part of the prescribed curriculum, a
large vaulted armory forms a no mean part of
one of these buildings. A dark blue uniform is
worn. But th~ fine art and scientific part of
agriculture is the main object, and fields of
corn, grain, hay, and various kinds of grass~s
sweep out from the nucleus of brick and mor-
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tar in every direction. We visited the stock
barns, the shelter for fancy herd animals, horses, bulls, and sheep, and though admiring the
fierce looking cattle, yet avoided too close an
acquaintance, particularly when· a blustering
bull calf called (we can't say how appropriately), "The Grand Duke," nearly butted his
stall over in his endeavors to drive us out of
the barn.
More to our taste was the Botanic garden, and the conservatory. This is a large
beautiful structure, with a central dome and
wings, built entirely o( glass, and divided into
~everal compartments, each · fitted up for the
convenience and well-being of its own peculiar inmates. Herc we wandered about, feasting our senses, and yet
never sated.
Fern§, pines, banannas, cacti, in profusion;
gr~ climbing plants (we plead our ignorance of technical names) and all the commoner varieties familiar in private hot-houses.
A small building adjoining the garden has a
well selected variety of Botanic specimens, and an herbarium adapted to the students use. A_
feature at Amherst is quite noteworthy, i.
a club house on the college farm for the
student's use. A long dining room and kitchen attached, built like a rustic cottage, and
aside from its great convenience, being really
an ornament ; still further we find that stude.nts are required to pay but $3.50 per week
for board. This certainly is an item worthy the
consideration of the trustees of Trinity, when
the new colleges are built, if not at present.
In time, Amherst Agricultural CoUege wilt
be situated on one of the finest cultivated sites
in this country; but it will be years before
the avenue of young elms will give shade, and
before the green ivy will shade the bricks of
these massive piles, and the reflections bring
us back again to the college we love so well,
and how new it will look to visitors for years
to come, and that it is reserved for coming
generations to revere what is only for us to
admire.

e.,
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CLASS DAY.
Class Day dawned bright and beautiful. The
long expected and much desired event really
came off, and we are left to tell the tale. Of
course it was warm, every Class Day is, but
what of that ? We, hopeful in our anticipations, donned our best and sallied forth to
appreciate fully whatever the day might bring
forth. We would wish our readers one and all
to understand that Class Day comes but once a
year, and, even if it • is put off to the last
moment, it is a day devoted exclusively to the
undergraduates and their friends. As we sallied
forth, the first exhibition whi~h we were forced
to behold was a knot of Freshmen quarrelling
over the quality of their new cassimere beavers,
and the length of their ear-headed cal\es. These
we passed by, to attend the voluntary chapel.
Service being o'er, and breakfast be_ing cut on
account of the soon coming spreads, we began
to watch the faces of anxious Seniors hurrying
to and fro, making vast preparations for two
solitary spreads, to which we had the pleasure
of coming too late, and were by no means
recompensed for having put off the morning
meal.
The day passed slowly by, and at l~g,gth
the shadows told that the literary exercises were
about to take place. In front of the chapel, an
audience, consisting mostly of the lady friends
of the students, were gathered to hear the eloquence, and to witness other Class Day exercises
of the class of '72. Nestled immediately by
the side of the chapel door, was Adkins' band,
but in spite of their delicious discourse and
heart rending strains, the three-quarters of an .
hour that elapsed between the appointed time
and that of the beginnitig of the exercises, were
enjoyed to the utmost. At last,. in sable vestments and ,.in measured tread, the class of '72
made its appearance to perform the last sad
offices. As is the custom, Prof. Jim with head
uncovered passed through the bright and fashionable assemblage leaning on the arm of Mr.
G. C. Burgwin, the Class President. The

rest of the class took seats around Mr. Adams,
the punch bowl, and a half pound of tobacco.
After a few introductory remarks by Mr.
Burgwin, Mr. R. W. Barnwell, the orator of
the day, was introduced to the audience by the
Class President. His oration, the subject of
which was, the Past, by no means impaired the
orator's reputation as a writer and speaker, and
was appreciated and applauded by all.
A song was then sung, after which the poem
was delivered by Mr. A. M. Smith. We cannot sufficiently praise either the poem or the
speaker's manner of delivering it, and after
congratulating him upon his success, we will
pass over to the presentation o( the Sun Dial
by Mr. G. W. West. This was neatly done
as far as the address was concerned, but, as
there ·was no Sun Dial to present, the most
interesting portion of the performance was omitted. Mr. West's speech was answered by a
few appropriate and spicy remarks from Prof.
Brocklesby, who, in the name of the Faculty,
warmly thanked the class of '72 for their absent
donation, and wished them all manner of successes.
After a slight pause, another class song was
sung, at the end of which the audience was
addressed by Mr. C. W. Dyar, the Class
Prophet.
His prophecies were " crisp and
bright," and contributed much toward the
amusement of all those present, particularly to
those gathered around the punch bowl. Another musical interlude and then the usual purse
was presented to Prof. Jim by Mr. H. R.
Chase, the Professor responding with his usual
elegance and fluency of speech. A threatening
shower obliged the assembled host to adjourn to
the Gymnasium when the ring was again formed
aad the exercises, after the planting of th~ Ivy,
were concluded by the Ivy oration, delivered by
Mr. J. B. Perry. We dislike to make comparisons, but justice compels us to say that Mr.
Perry's oration was the fine~t that we have
heard delivered for some time at any college
exercises. His impressive manner had a decided
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effect upon all present, and his delivery was
superior to anything that we have seen either at
Class or College Exhibitions.
After being
politely invited to withdraw, the audience scattered themselves about the grounds until the
G~mnasium should be prepared. for dancing,
and the rest of the evening was devoted to
Terpsichorean amusement. Thus ended the
Class day of I 872. We make no comments,
and when another year shall have passed away
we too hope to be spared. All enjoyed themselves and retired to their domiciliary abodes
wishing good luck and a pleasant voya,ge to the
graduating Class of 1872..
EDITOR.
COLLEGE .JOURNALISM.
As it becomes our duty from month to
month, to examine the different exchanges received by the TAB LET,. in order to make out
a certain number of columns of "Clippings,"
we have occasion to observe the relative importance and excellence of the papers and
magazines published by the students of the
different colleges in the United States.
Almost every college paper has two departments, one of which contains specimens of the
literary ability of the college, and the ·other,
news from that college and others.. The only
exception, we think, is the Yale Courant, which
aims simply to be a newspaper.
Now the.
importance of a college paper is determined by
the latter department, and its excellence by the
former.
In point of importance in the field of College Journalism, there are two general papers,
having no connection with any particular institution, which stand first ; we allude to the
College Review, and the College Courant, of
which the first started without connectio~ with
any college, and the second has arrived at the
position which it now occupies by gradual degrees, having been originally merely the organ
of Yale. After these, the other papers rank

nearly according to the size of the institutions
which they represent from Harvard, Yale,
Cornell, and a few others, down to those whose
papers occasionally go into the waste basket
unopened.
With regard to literary excellence, we find
that in most cases the same rule holds good,
that the larger the college, the better the paper,
and we have seen amateur papers, having nothing to do with any college, and papers published
at some boys' boarding schools, which equal, if
not surpass, in this respect, those issued from
many of our so-called colleges. But there are
a few notable exceptions. There is no law
which compels papers issued from smaller colleges, to be inferior to those of the larger ones.
To be sure, in the larger ones, there must be
more men capable qf writing good articles, or
of conducting a paper well, but we have no
reason to suppose that in Harvard or Yale, any
great proportion of these write for their paper.
Now why do not the organs of the smaller
c6lleges equal those of the larger in literary
excellence ? Simply because the students are
lazy, and won't do their best, and many will
do just nothing at all. Why is not the TABLET on a par with the Yale Lit;? Not, I venture to say, because there are not as many men
in college who possess literary ability, as display their ability in · Yale by writing for their
magazine, but because these men will not
work. Few realize the great weight which a
college paper has in the minds of die world in
determining the excellence of a college. If
more did, perhaps more would labor to make
the TAB LET what it ought to be. We say
then to each and every member of the college,
who desires to see the college paper well supported,-W rite for it yourself, every one of
you. Send something in to the editors, and
then no matter whether it is rejected or not,
you are free from responsibility, you have done
what you could. Till then, don't blame the
TABLET becaus~ it don't come up to your
ideal of a college journal. If the paper don't
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suit your views, 1t 1s partly your fault, the
editors can't make it suit everybody, if they
have to conduct it alone.
To conclude, we consider that among the
first duties that a collegian owes to his Alma
~ater are these: First, Subscribe for the TABLET; Second, Write for the TABLET.
K.

SEVENTY-7WO.
Thursday evening, June 20th, at the City
Hotel, the members of Seventy-Two enjoyed
an elegant Class Supper, given by one of their
number, Mr. George Henry Seyans, of Hartford. The last Examinations being over, the
Class were in high spirits, and everything conspired to render the occasion delightful. The
table, loaded with every delicacy of the season,
and adorned with flowers, was for a time the
centre of attraction, and the object of absorbing interest. But after showing full appreciation of the Bill of Fare, the Class .drew closer
together around the head of the table, . and
huge pitchers of lemonade having m~de their
appearance, Mr. Morgan rose to p~opose the
health of "Our Host, Mr. Seyms." This
toast, like those which followed, was drunk
standing, with all the honors, and Mr. ~eyms
responded, giving "The Class of Sever~tyTwo," which was received with a Class Song.
The Class President, Mr. Burgwin, then proposed "Alma Mater," a1id called on Mr. R.
W. Barnwell to respond. Next came "The
City of Hartford," which called up Mr. Perry;
"College Days," Mr. Smith ; u Those who
have left us," which was drunk in silence ;
"The Class Cup," Mr. Read; "The Last
Man Out of Examinations," Mr. Flower;
"The Ladies," Mr. Shropshire; and H The
.Winner of the Tuttle Prize," Mr. Hindley.
Other members of the Class were also called
on, but spac~ will not permit us to comment
on any of the speeches separ~tely;and modesty
forbids our expatiating on the real excellence
and ready wit displayed by all · of them. The

numerous College songs were very well rendered, for the class have sung together a great
deal during their course, and all felt that evening
as if parting was indeed near. After sipging
"Auld Lang Syne" with. hands dasped, the
class marched up to College, and S6parated,
long after midnight, with three cheers for
" Seventy-Two," breaking up with the Class
Doxology to the tune of u Old Hundred," as
follows:
'' Forevermore our Motto is
Pulchrior ex Ardius;
Where'er we go, what'er we do,
We'll cheer for glorious Seventy-Two!"

The last Class Meeting was held on the
Campus, Commentement morning. The following permanent officers were elected :
President- John M. Stevens, Stonington, Ct.
P'ice-Presidmt-W m. D. Morgan, Hartford.
Treasurer-George H. Seyms, Hartford.
Sec. and Chronicler-F. ~. Harriman, Hartford.
The Secretary will be glad to receive any
information about members of the Class, their
addresses, employments, matrimonial entanglements, &c. It is hoped that a re-union · may
~e held next commencement, of which due
notice will be given in the TABLET.

MINOR MATTERS.
IVIES.

\.1ust the TABLET again have to speak about
thi.s time-worn subject? The class ivies are all
in.a prosperous_condition, but we do not like to
see the indiscrimi•nate trimming which our vines
hav·e been subjected to during the vacation.
Whoever does the trimming and lopping off
should consider appearance and the feelings of
the class by whom the ivy was planted. We
love our college ivies and dislike to see them so
sacrificed. We haven't long to stay here arid
while ~e do stay let us have our ivies intact:
LECTURES.

The Seniors during the present term will be
t~e happy auditors of two courses of lectures
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which heretofore have been but partially given.
For the present, Dr. Wainwright will address
the Seniors every ~fternoon, and lectures in
English history will . be delivered to the Senior
and Junior classes on every Friday. The underclassmen will not be forgotten, and we are
sure that these occasional lectures will be a
source of much improvement. When the dull
monotony of daily recitations is broken by an
occasional lecture it has a beneficial effect, and
we hope to see a great improvement in the
stand of the classes during the ensuing year.
SOPHOMORE EXHIBITION.

In our last number space and time would not
permit our giving as much attention to the
Sophomore Exhibition as it deserved. The
non-burning of the Sophomores' old friend,
"Analytics," was a disappointment to many,
who feel that the old college customs are. gradually becomi-ng but dreams of the past. But
'74 did itself honor by the masterly way in
which everything was carried out. The literary
exercise~ were good and the afterpart was as
pleasant as could be. The friends of '74 will
remember with pleasure the delights of the
evening, and we are compelled to say that to all
appearances "Analytics" 'seemed to be forgotten except hy a chosen few.
Again we wish to call the attention of the
students to the fact that the object of the TABLET is to express the thoughts, views, and
ideas of the students at large ; as well as to give
such news connected with the College which
would be of interest to the alumni and the
undergraduates. But, while laboring to attain
such an end, the editors feel themselves in duty
bound to call upon both the Faculty and the'
students to aid them in their design. With all
our college duties pressing upon us, it is a difficult task for the four editors to manage the brain
work of the TABLET in such a way as to keep
up that degree of excellence in our literary
department which is expected from any college
organ. Therefore we most earnestly call upon

the Faculty for their support, and ask the students to aid the editors by handing to them as often
as possible the products of their literary ability.
And we may here say that, if in the columns
of the TAB LET there may be fou_nd at any time
anything worthy of criticism, either by the Faculty, alu,mni, or undergraduates, the editors will
be most happy to make such corrections as will
completely rectify anl error.
.
BASE BALL.

The class of '75 now holds the championship of the College, and for some months past
has been feeling confident of retaining its superiority over the other classes. But with the
advent _of )6, Base Ball circles, exclusive of
'7 5, have been rejoiced beyond measure. On
Wednesday, Sept. 20th, the first of a series
was played between · the two lower classes.
The Freshmen, notwi~hstanding the fact that
they had never played together before, and were unused to the ground, gave the Sophomores more trouble than they had anticipa~ed.
Taking everything into consideration, we think
that throughout the match the Freshmen displayed more s~ill and fine playing. Blair's
pitching created no little disturbance curing the
first part of the game, and materially damaged
the score of the Freshmen, but '76 commenced
their heavy batting too late, and lost the game
by two runs. We append the score :

'7 5.
C. Platt, s. s.,
Curtis, r. f.,
Kane,. c. f.,
Stark, Ib.,
Blair, p.,
W. Platt, c.,
Buffington, zb.,
Hooper, 3b.,
Clark, 1. f.,

I

lNNI,Nos-I

,7i

1
R. 0.
76.
1-3 Du Bois, 3b., ·
1-s Foote, zb.,
4-3 Cameron, 1b.,
z~5 Lincoln, p.,
z-z McKcnnan, c.,

R. 0.
3-3
0-1
0-1

1-5
3-z

3-0 Brigham, 1. f.,
1-z Burke, c. f.,
0-5 Erwin, r. f.,
z-z Rutherford, s. s.,

16-27
2
3 4

14-27 ·

5 6 7 8 9.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Umpire-E. B. Watts, , 73 .
~randegee, '7 4.

!=:!

Scorer-Joo. E.
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
The opening of a new collegiate year finds
us again casting our eyes over the college and
surroundings so as to report to our readers all
the changes and transactions which have occurred or are occurring in the department of
"College and Campus"; though as no very
imporrant changes or transactious have either
occurred or are likely to occur, we shall have
to satisfy ourselves with a brief survey of our
present circumstances.
Alma Mater has once more welcomed her
children within her classic walls, has brought
forth into the collegiate world a flattering addition to her progeny (in the shape of blooming
freshmen), and the inighty engine of instruction has again been put ihto operation, despite
the absence of the Chief Engineer. College
songs once more " make the welkin ring," and
college men have once more seized their oars
and are about to make one more vigorous pull
to reach that mystic land, where the "golden
fleece," (i. e. shttp-skins), hangs.
The Sophomore in his new-donned dignity,
as usual, looks with an eye of lofty scorn upon
the cheek of that daring Freshman, who presumes to clothe it in manly down, and who, all
unconscious of his rashness, and forgetful of
the " bearded majesty " with which he is
adorned, looks back with an eye of meek regret upon that home from which he has been
torn. "In fact," as Mr. Micawber might
more sensibly express it, H he is home-sick."
The Juniors do not appear as if they altogether
upheld their reputed character as expressed in
the refrain, " For studies we don't care a
cuss", and Senio:-s are spoiling for want of
work. This is perhaps a "rough sketch " of
the impression which would be produced upon
an observer, by a casual survey of our classes,
but nevertheless, we think it is a true one.
We ra · her presume that something like a
rush occurred the other night, even in the face
of that unwritten law of the Faculty, which
proclaims with its silent voice, if we may be
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allowed the expression, that "these things made their appearance, though the usual work
ought not so to be." At any rate, a Professor of repairs, etc., around the college buildings,
was seen late at night, vainly endeavoring to having been neglected the past summer, seems
flank off and collect in one place, a numerous clearly to point to the fact that they are passing
crowd of under-classmen, scattered over all -into other hands.
parts of the campus, and the city too, for what
we know, so as to lecture to them on the
ENGLISH DEPAR7'MEN7'.
grievousness of the offence, and, perhaps, send
them quietly to bed ; and sometime after midSCHEME_:_CHRISTMAS TERM, 1872.
night, the night was made hideous by an unSENIORS.
earthly howl from the said under-classmen.
THEMES.
OaATION••
D1scu1srnN1
This, we think, tells its own story. As we
Oct. 9.
Oct.
23.
Sept.
25.
had no special reporter out, we cannot furnish
Dec. 4.
Nov. 6.
a full account of the combat. We hear, how- Nov. 20.
JUNIORS.
ever, that the f'reshmen, after a spirited strugTHEMEI.
OaATION••
D1scu1110N1.
gle-, were compelled to yield to superior numbers.
Oct. 8.
Sept. 24.
Nov. 5.
The President has not yet returned from his Oct. 22.
Nov. 19.
Dec. 3.
European tour, and from his study of the colSOPHOMORES.
legiate architecture of the Old World; hence
TH&Ml:8.
TaANSLATJONS.
his especial protlgl, the Eenior class~ is being
Oct. 11.
Sept. 27.
gorged with facts relating to the Vegetable
Nov. 8.
Oct. 25.
Kingdom, and under the superv.ision of Dr.
·
Dec.
6.
Nov.
22.
Wainwright, and also by means of certain
FRESHMEN.
sepulchral looking skeletons, and dried-up
TaANSLATIONI.
specimens of departed humanity, which "grin
horribly a ghastly, smile," are learning that
Srpt. 25.
Nov. 6.
we are " fearfully and wonderfully made."
Oct. 9.
Nov. 20.
That greatly agitated and now stale question
Oct. 23.
Dec. 4.
of the removal of our college, has for some
SUBJECTS OF THEMES.
time past been permitted to rest, and we are
SENIORS.
glad to see, by the statement of the President
in the meeting of the New York Alumni, that I. The Law of Moral Manifestation. ,
the "field of discussion " has been considera- 2. Man's place in Creation.
bly contracted; which r.ow embraces only two
JUNIORS.
places, whereas, from the wild talk which was
I. The Elements of National Stability.
formerly indulged in upon this subject, any one
The·Power of Superstition.
might have been led to suppose, that it includ- 2.
SOPHOMORES.
ed the whole of the Connecticut Valley, and
My
Summer
Vacation.
I.
that we might be perched upon any one of the
numerous rocky hills which surround us on all 2. Life of Cicero.
sides. Now it is certain that we shall remove
3· History of Printing.
to one of two positions, but where those posiRE,·. E. E. JoHNsoN,
tions are, we have not been able to find out.
Prof. in English Department.
No signs of the new State House have as yet
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PERSONALS.

PARTICLES.

BuXTml?, '72. J. B. Buxton is studying
Old, but good:-" Have you had a pleasant
Law in Asheville, N. C. By some mistake · vacation?" - - Startling developments for
his name was omitted in our list of the last Natural Historians :-Lecturer on Anatomy
graduating class.
and Physiology, loq :-" In the human species
there are four canine teeth ; one in tach jaw! "
CAMMANN, '74. D. M. Cammann, class '74,
A good advertisement, thii:, for an enterprising
is at Hamwell Rectory, eight miles south of
resta~rant.--The worst conundrum out:
London.
Why is a lady's bustle like a Havana cigar?.
DRAY'10N, '71. William Drayton is teach- Because it is manufactured to-back-her.-Interesting episode between two long separated
ing at St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H.
chums, just back from the summer vacation : F1sK, '70. Gc-o. McC. Fisk has entered 1st CHUM: "Hello, old fellow, what have you
the Berkeley Divinity School, but will continue been doing with yourself all this time?" 2d
to teach one year more, on leave of absence, DITTO, very solemnly: " Well, chummy, I've
at Burlington College, N. J.
been doing little missionary work this summer."
GILMORE, '74. A. P. Gilmore, formerly 1st CHUM:" Missionary work !-You !-What
connec;ted with the class of '74, is now at the missionary work have you been doing?" 2d
DITTO: "0, I've been trying to convert a
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.
Presbyterian girl out home. "--Horrible news
HARRIMAN, '72.
F. W. Harriman ts for the professors : There is a Skinner in the
teaching at Cheshire Academy.
Freshman clas~ ! ! - - There is nothing like
making an impression on new comers. So our
JENNINGS, '61. Rev. A. B. Jennings has
upper class men think. But we deem it our
removed his residence from North Adams to .
pious duty to inform the unsuspecting youths
Williamstown, Mass.
that lavender kids and swallow-tails are only
JACKSON, '37. Rev. A. Jackson, President used for formal ca]s among Seniors and the
of Trinity Coll~ge, is now traveling in Eng- Faculty. They are not indispensably necesland and · Scotland, studying architecture, and sary, (unless, indeed, one affects a particularly
diltingud air) when one goes to borrow kindcollecting plans for the new college buildings.
ling wood or matches.--" As I mentioned to
NoRTON, '68.
Rev. F. L. Norton has you," Dr. Shattuck lectured to the students on
lately been appointed assistant rector of St. Hygiene, last week.--PRoF. to SoPH. (drawThomas church, N. Y.
ing a plan of the Forum Roman um), '' Well,
sir, your plan is nearly right; but why has the
PARKER, '73. Charles P.. Parker, formerly
large temple in the corner no name?" SoPH.,
of the class of '73, is residing at a hospital on
with a ghastly smile, "That's the temple · of
the coast of England.
the Unknown God, ~ir."--What has become
SMITH, '69. Robert H. Smith has returned of all the banjos that were so fashionable last
from his travels in Europe, and can be found year? Nothing is heard in the sections now, but
the melancholy strains of a Freshman's .fiddle.
at his office, No. 40 Wall street, N. Y.
Apropos of said fiddle, there are dark threats
WATERMAN~ '71. Lucius Waterman now of such an article suffering utter anuihilation,
occupies a posttton as one of the teachers of if its owner's enthusiasm induces him to devote
St. Paul's school, Concord, N. H.
more than six hours a day-to its practice.

...
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COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.

WILLIAMS.

AMHERST.

The trustees have advised the Faculty to discontinue the preaching in the chapel, and to allow the
students to attend church where they please. The
Vidette asserts that the students generally would prefer to have the old way continued.
The system of boarding in "Commons" has been
established. "Good substantial board" is furnished
at $z. 50 a week.
A reading room association has been la~ely formed.
Forty-nine men have entered '76.
An increased interest is taken in the literary societies.

Amherst feels big over the result of the late regatta.
The students are surprised to find that they can
see through the dormitory windows.
Prof. Stowe is to lecture to the students· during the
present term.
BERLIN.

The decline of this University has for some time
been a frequent subject of discussion in the Prussian
press, and the National Zei.tung now points out that,
so far as the number of students is concerned, Berlin
is no longer the first of German universities. I ast
half year it h.:d z,503 students, it has now only
1,990 only, while at Leipzig there are z,315 students,
so that Berlin has lo~t 5 I 3 students in the last few
months, and has now 325 (ewer than Leipzig. This
is the first time that Berlin has been outstripped by
another German university.
BOWDOIN.

The students form a battalion of four companies,
officially known as the " Bowdoin Cadets." In other
words, Bowdoin is hereafter to be a military college.
CORNELL.

Cornell· has i 30 fresh, including w~men, the
smallest number ever entered since the founding of
the University. The Era ascribes it partly to the
unusual severity of the admittitur examination.
Quite a discussion took place the other day between certain severe Seniors and sympathizing ~ophomores as to whether our fair Freshmen should be
allowed to remain in recitations with their hats on.
Unfortunately the late rules issued by the Faculty,
do not cover the case, so it goes had to first prtnciples, namely, "If she will, she .will, etc."
Freshmen are beginning early, they walk the hill
every morning with their fair classmates. "0, to
be a Freshman !" exclaims the Era.
HARVARD.

The Hon. Samuel Williston of Easthampton,
Mass., who has given so much to Amherst, intends,
it is said, to bequeath $500,000 to Harvard.
The Faculty have decided to give no diplomas in
medicine, law, science, or any other department,
until a thorough examination shows they are deserved.

YALE.

The Yale chapter of Alpha Delta Phi has surren ·
dered its charter.
180 Freshmen have entered this year, according to
the Courant, and but 1 zz if we are to believe the

Record.
A member of the late Univenity crew was trying,
the other day, with questionable success to smoke
an asthmatic pipe, when he remarked thu it blew
be~ter than it pu}led. '' Yes," replied a scientific,
"I have known some people who· blew better than
they pulled." Member of University crew was

silent.,-Courant.
The Courant and the Record fight (verbally) with
a.s great pertinacity as if they represented opposin 5
political parties in the present campaign.
A Freshman wears a wig.
Quite a row arose at the A. K. initiation, because
the Juniors tried to get a number of Fresh through
without being roughed.
YEn.no.

The Imperial College in Yeddo, Japan, has about
five hundred students. The ideal curriculum of the
College comprises a period of seven years. The
stwdent starts from a good basis of Japanese, and is
expected to master the foreign language which he
studies, so as to be able to read, write and speak it
wfth ease and precision.
MISCELLANEOUS •

• will soon g;ve a
It is reported that Prof. Tyndall
-eourse of lectures in the U ni~ed States.
A student, while discoursing upon the form of the
brain, said it was the expansion of the alimentary
canal.-Ex.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOOK NOTICE.
ITs NATURE AND RELATIONS.
By
M. H. Kriege, New York; E. Steiger.
We have lately received this book from the publishers~ and have read it with much interest; it is an ·
elucidation of Froebel's Kindergarten System of Edu
cation, which is attracting so much attention in our
larger dties ; and, as such, is worthy the attention of
those interested,' and of the curious. Froebe} would
do away with established methods of education, as
being injurious to the opening faculties of infancy, and
teaches by means of observation, placing pleasing
objects before the learner and depending upon the
impressions given; for a moral lesson, depending
" upon childish play to lead on to good habits and
self-activity." This system is, as yet, hardly but an
experiment in this country, and, like any innovation,
finds opponents ready and strong : still as an element
forcing itself before us, and one which promises to be
no small one, the subject admits of careful consideration. We recommend the above work to purchasers.
THE

CHILD:

MATT. H. HEWINS'

No.

number, for" Wiggin, Aug. H., '58," read '' '68."
For "Knobloch, Arthur F.," read "Knoblock,
Arthur F." For '' Clifford, Samuel W.," read
'' Clifford, Samuel W., Jr." For '' Ct1rtis, Wm. E., ·
'75," read "Curtis, Wm. E., Jr., '75." For
".Shreve, W. Y.," read '' Shreve, W. T." For
"Pinkney, Francis S./' read "Pinckney, Francis S."
We have received ~he first number of the Tyro,
a magazine published by the Adelphian Society of
the Canadian Literary Institute, Woodstock, Ontario,
an institution founded and maintained by the Bap•
tists.

MAIN STREET,

262

Are the Favorite Resort of the Gentlemen of
Hartford.
TEN oF

H. W.

CoLLANDER's

SUPERIOR

TABLES.

Good Attendance Always at Hand.

KRUG, PARISH & CO.,

Manefacturers

EXCHANGES.
EnATA.-ln the Secret Society Index in the last

RooMs,

BILLIARD

ef Cigars,

AND DEALERS IN

Smoking & Chewing Tobaccos,
Snuffs, Meerschaum and Briar Pipes, &c.
267 MAIN S"f., HARTFORD, CONN.
MICHAEL POWERS,

Lo KRUG,

CHAS.

R.

KUEHNHOLD,

Bo PARISH.

49 ASYLUM STREET.

BROWN

&

GROSS,

AGENTS FOR.
American Newspaper Reporter, American .Journal of &lucation, Annalist, Amherst Stud.int, Boy
of the Period, Connecticut R. E. Register:, College
Review, College Argus, Church & State, Protestant
The celebrated ENGRAVERS of Boston,
Churchman, College Courant, College Wor/4, Co~ARE PREPARED TO
lege Mercury, College Couner, Cornell Era, Ckronzcft, Harvard Advoca!e, Irving Union, London Tablet, Madisoniensis, Pu/Jli.c Opinion, Qui Vive, The Furnish WEDDING and PARTY I~VITATIONs,
True Woman, Union Col{ege Review, Union Park
ILLUMINATED MoNoGRAMs, &c.
Gazette, Vidette, Virginia Univers_ity Magazine, Volante, Washington Transcript, Western Collegian, CLASS DAY INVITATIONS a Specia1ty.
Williams Review, Yale Cimrant, Yale Literary
Sample-Book of Styles on exhibition at the store .
Magazine.

LOWELL & BRETT,
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M. VIX,

AMERICAN

Mefchant Tailor' Waltham
Watches.
---~·--NO.

384

M.AIN S'TREE'T,

HARTFORD,

CONN.

• A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Cloths, Cassimeres, and Vestings
Constantly on hand, which will be made up in the
most Fashionable Style at short notice.

MASQUERADE BALLS.
COS'TU MES.

The only accredited Agency in
Hartfara~

Every variety of the WAL THAM WATCH
direct from the factory, at the lowest
wholesale and retail prices, and
every watch w AR RANTED.

A large Discount made to the Trade, from
MANU:fACTURERS' LIST PRICES.

GEO.

I have now ready for exhibition the largest and best
assorted stock of COSTUMES in the State.
Comprising all the new styles.
Can furnish Punuc BAi.ts, PRIVATE MASQUERADES,
OR DoMINO PARTIES with complete outfits.

M. VIX.

FALL.

I

AGENT,

WATCH REPAIRING.
Also Agent for

The Fire Extinguisher.

872. The Park Drug Store

A Word to my Friends and Customers.
[ have just returned from New York with a
choice selection ot

FALL.

FORD,

395 MAIN STREET.

A full stock of MASKS just received from Paris.
Wms, WHISKERS, and everything complete.

w.

Goons!

ls open at all hours fbr the carefui dispensif}g
of Prescr-iptions, &c.
We have also a fine and carefully selected stock of
TOILET AND FANCY ARTICLES,
CHOICE

HAVANA

SEGARS,

WINE

fo which I respectfully invite your attention.

AND LIQUORS,

The goods were selected with great care,
and I f ecl justified in saying that
they are, in every respect,

Not to be excelled in variety and at prices much
reduced.

FIRST OLASS.
I am prepared to Make Garments at Short
Notice, and guarantee entire satisfaction.
Respectfo 11 y,

JOHN

J.

LEHR,

266 Main Street, (up stairs.)

Our Kissengen, Vichy, Congress
and Geyser Waters
Are always fresh and can be fur1lished by the bottle or
glass at our magnificent FRo&T K1NQ SooA FOUNTAIN.
Please give us a call and then you will " know how
it is yourself."

GEO. SAUNDERS & CO.,
159 Asylum Street.
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DEMING

&

GUNDLACH,

Watches, Jewelry,

ETC.,

SILVER WARE,
NO.

20

STATE S'(REE"F,

HARTFORD, CONN.

C-Jllege Boo/1 Store.

BROWN & GR.OSS,
Booksellers e:; Stationers,
NO. 49 ASYLUM STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.
W. H. GROSS.

F. A. BROWN.

HENRY S. BRIGGS,
381

MAIN

Sr.,

HARTFORD, CT.

ORNAMENTAL

Watches of all kinds repaired

CONFECTIONER,

in the best manner and
warranted to run well.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's lee
Cream and Dining Room.
WEDDING & OTHER PAR1lES

H. A.

DEMING.

L.

GUNDLACH.

Supplied with every requisite.

REILLY'S

The College Bootniakers.

DANCING ACADEMr,
BARCHFIELD & ENGEL,
NO. 3 ASYLUM STREE~,
Having purchased the stock in trade of the
late WM. LINKE, respectfully solicit a continuation of student patronage.
B. BAltCHFIELD.

WM. ENGEL.

F. A. SYKES,
No.

7 ALLYN HousE,

HARTFORD,

CoNN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.
Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most re,Aer&Ae style.

wAITERS AND MUSIC FUllNJSHED • .
~ Particular attention given to getting up
College "Spreads."

164½ MAIN STREET,

F ALLoN's HALL,
Spring.fteld, Mass.,

AND

Are without doubt, the finest and best furnished Dancing
Academies in the country, improvements having been made
during the past year, at an expense of over Fifteen T-housand
Dollars. Either of the Academy Halls will seat comfortably
one thousand people, and will be let for Festivals, Lectures,
Dancing Receptions, &c., on the most reasonable terms.
Instructions will be given in Hartford Fridays and Saturdays, and in Springfield, Mass., Thundays. All the fashionable parlor dances will be taught in the course of twenty-four
lessons.
The college class will be, as heretofore, on Saturday evtninga, for further particulan apply at the Academy, or a.ddrus

P. H. REILLY,
HARTFORD P. 0., Box 182.,
OR SPRINGFIELD, Box 912.
Yours, &c.,

P. H.

REILLY,
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EST A BLISH ED 1816.

· CAsE, LocKwooD

& BRAINARD,

New Goods I

New Goods I I

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PEARL ANO TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN

COLLEGE

PRINTING

MOKIARTY BROTHERS,

Merchant Tailors,

of all descriptions.

253 MAIN STREET,

PRINTERS OF

( OPPOSITE THE PosT On1c1:.)

THE TRINITY TA~LET.

H.AR'I'FORD, CONN.

PHILIP KRAUSS,

We have on hand, a large and valuable stock
of GO~DS which will be made up in the

French Boot-maker,
14 MULBERRY STREET,

most fashionable style, and at short notice.
STUDENTS' CUSTOM

Soi !CITED.

PERFECT AND EASr FITTING WARRA'VTED.

MORIARTY BROTH~RS,

College patronage solicited.

253 MAIN STREET."

joHN

KENNEDY;

Merchant Tailor,
u NDER u NITED

STATES HOTEL,

A large and choice Selection of the newest styles of

IMPORTED

CLOTHS.

JOHN KENNEDY,
48 State Street.

J.
& R. LAMB,
.
CHURCH
FURNITURE.
59 CARMINE STREET, N. Y.,
Sixth Avenue Cars Pass the Do~r.

R.oDEllICK NEVERs 1

Specialty.

PLATE AN]) CARD .

PRINTER,

EMBROIDERIES, CHURCH
AND

COLOR

METAL

DECORATION

41 TRUMBULL STREET,

WALL SURFACE OF BOTH

HARTFORD, CONN.

NAVE AND CHANCEL

w ORK,
FOR
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& Co.,

TIFFANY

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK ..
Importers of and Dealers in

DIAMONDS
and other

PRECIOUS STONES, T. STEELE
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
BRONZES, CUT AND ENGRAVED GLASS, FINE PORCELAIN,
FANCY
GOODS, STATIONERY, ETC
jEWELY, STERLING

SILVER

CLASS AND SocIETY BADGES,
MEDALS

AND

AND

, ,,.)

Gooos.

M'ANUFACTURED

BY

;~ ADAMS & KNIGHT, Providence, R . I.
Entirely new designs and new styles in Ear Ring,, Brooches
Pendants, Lockets, Necklaces, Crosses, Fans, Card Cases, Vest
Chains, &c.
Monograms and Initial work made to order.

T. STEELE & SON,
ll:7Store closed at 6

1-~

HARTFORD, CT.

o'clock, Saturday evenings excepted.

FURNITURE.

CHARTER OAK
No. 70 AsYLUM ST.

SHELL

PRIZES.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

DINING

ORTOISE

WARE,

French and English Stationery, Note and Letter Paper, with
Monograms, Cyphen and Crests, Embossed Plain or in Colon.
Invitations, Cards, Menus. and Notes prepared for special occasions.

'

· FINE

R1Ncs,

Pieces suitable for Prizes and Presentation on Sale
and made to order from appropriate designs.

CONN,,

Offer a choice selection of

Manufacturers of
FINE

SOK

340 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD,

IlOOMS,

A larg.e stock for Spring Trade

72 TRUMBULL ST.

OF

Dinners from 12 to 3 o'clock; Open from 6
till 1 2 P. M. The best place in the
city to get your meals.

A. M.

LADIES' SALOON ON ASYLUM STREET.

Oysters and Game always on hand.
GEO. W. POMROY.

JAMES S. SCHOTT,
Manufacturer and Dealer in

GOOD GOODS AT
LOW PRICES.
At SEIDLER & MA Y'S,
OPPOSITE THE PARf:.

FoRD STREET,

ERNST SCHALL,
Diamond Setter, and Dealer in
DIAMONDS, CHAINS, ·
FINE GOLD .AND SJLPER

CIGARS AND TOBACCO,

WATCHES
No. 207

MEERSCHAUM AND BRIAR PIPES,

295 MAIN ST.,

HARTFORD, CT.

MAIN

& JEWELRY,

ST., HARTFORD, CoNN.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID .TO REPAIRING
OF WATCHES AND JEWELRY.

Watch Casing and Diamond Setting done to ordtr.

